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Model 
Number Description Qty./ 

Pallet
Per/

Load

G10688 2 Pack Precious 
Cargo Shipper 300 7800

G10649 6 Pack Precious 
Cargo Shipper 108 2808

G10625 12 Pack Precious 
Cargo Shipper 54 1404

beaverplastics.com  
or call 1-(888)-453-5961 

The better way  
to ship bottles

Precious Cargo  
to go

(469)0612 Printed in Canada 

*Precious Cargo Shippers are sold in pallet quantities. They 
are available as an insert or a kit, which includes insert in a 
corrugated box. (Corrugated box price is based on market 
value.)

A cost-effective alternative  
for shipping bottles
Protecting your precious cargo during handling and 
transport is vital to your business. No damage, no 
breakage, plus packaging that you can rely upon. Test 
out the Precious Cargo Shipper* and see the difference 
our packaging has over traditional corrugated 
packaging. 

  Strong and rigid 
  Water resistant  
  Simple assembly  
  Easy to maintain  
  Customizable

A green solution
The Precious Cargo Shipper is a sound 
environmental alternative to corrugated 
packaging. All Beaver Plastics products carry 
the recycling code for polystyrene and can be 
recycled at the appropriate facilities.

Quality makes the difference

Since 1967 Beaver Plastics has been producing high-
performance, engineered products from expanded 
polystyrene. Our products are used in the horticulture, 
silviculture, construction and packaging industries. Widely 
recognized as the quality leader in all our markets, Beaver 
Plastics was the first manufacturer of expanded polystyrene 
products in North America to achieve ISO9001 certification.

Beaver Plastics is the name you can trust when it comes to the 
handling and transport of precious cargo. The Beaver Plastics 
Precious Cargo Shipper is designed to provide superior 
protection. You will have the confidence that your cargo will 
arrive in perfect condition.



Precious Cargo Shipper has the option  
of being kitted and ready to go

It’s as simple as 1, 2, 3

beaverplastics.com or call 1-(888)-453-5961 

2 pack 6 pack 12 pack

Box comes 
assembled with 
inserts

Kitted with 
bottles loaded

Replace lid  
and seal box


